A friend suggests me to sell my car in a Northern island where it is registered. I agree and think of the trip there with the ferry. I suddenly remember that I have actually changed the target plate and it is better to sell it here.
I shall photograph the sequences of a film where a group of men is climbing up a steep path to a Russian prison. One of them is falling but gets helped by the others. They reach the entrance and will know have to face the guards.
A friend and I walk around an Eastern town where many groups of students are visiting. We pass by a bar where a blonde bodyguard is standing outside. We turn around thinking to grab her tits for some money but she throws us out.
We are told to clean up our mass and place all the CDs back in their cases. Two friends help me but they keep some out. One asks the librarian to rent them and I make sure that he does it using his name.
I get an e-mail from one of my students that made me a program. She writes me to settle the business with her. I am not totally convinced of the result and try to have more time.
The logo of the secessionist party has been changed. It now shows the entire country with the national colours. Even the name has been turned into something patriotic. The leader is still alive and motivates such contradictory choices.
I reach my parents’ place that my father and his friend are already back biking. I put my bike over the head and walk upstairs. I hear his friend commenting with his wife on the bad construction of a bathroom closet.
My cousin and I are in a supermarket looking at a girl’s ass. I try to have her but she wants my cousin and takes him out for dinner. I call her a bitch since my cousin and I were supposed to eat together. My neighbour hears me.
I am in my bedroom working in the middle of the night on my laptop. My father wakes up and is on his way to work. He stops by to check if I have a fever but I don’t.
We are in the living room with my grandfather. There are many fresh apples on the closet but he anyway takes his knife out and opens a supermarket package for my kid. There are some very floppy apples inside and I try at least to make sure that he gets the nicest one.
A southern looking classmate and I reach a house on a shore where we should embark. The ferry is not ready and we go for a walk in the woods. I put an arm on her shoulders and she tells me of her father that started teaching as a freelancer and went bankrupted.
I am telling a student about our course and my boss tells me to make a public presentation. As I am talking to everyone about it my old professor shows up with his dog and I loose confidence. The students get far on a field to play football and I have to call them back.
I am in a video store and think to rent an action film of a famous actor. I show it to a man and tell him that the previous film of the same actor was really good. The man then shows me other films he thinks I should watch.
In the middle of a church is a band ready to rock. The guitarists are playing a subtle sound while the singer is preaching on the microphone. I wish to record them but they never start.
My colleague and I are about to embark on a small ferry to an ancient town. I think of directly get there while he suggests to take the ferry all around it. I agree but then wish to stop somewhere in between to get something to eat.
The leader of a research group gets in the office and I hide behind the large screen where I work. I should return her a book but I don’t want to. Her assistant walks in instead and returns my colleague an envelop saying that he wasn’t supposed to send it to her.
My director traces the trajectory that the Vikings travelled by boat to reach the other extreme of Asia. I shake thinking that they went over the continent and by the North Pole. I ask whether they could have gone via a river and he traces another trajectory much to the south.
Some barbarians assault a land and conquest a small farm made of stones. They seem to be friendly with the peasant and his wife and leave them inside. Suddenly a flame is thrown on the roof of hay and the couple burns.
I am walking back a forest path to reach my father-in-law when a small wolf attacks me. I try to run back and forward to loose him but can’t. I don’t dare to bend for a stick and hold myself up on a small tree. He tries to come up but I kick him down. My father-in-law kills him.
I am with an old friend in a bar talking. He is very excited about the Nordic women and tells me that an old one showed him a photo of her naked and she was still very beautiful. I take a stamp with the same photo and lick it.
My parents and I are in a cheap restaurant of a big metropolis. Further inside there is a more luxury restaurant all pink and very kitsch. A ceramic dog says that dogs will be instantly taken to be cooked. Some people celebrate the raise of salary which is still very low.
I am in a foreign country when I meet an old schoolmate. He tells me to walk a little bit further and there I find some other schoolmates seating around a table. I seem to remember that one of them is actually from this country but he walks away as I try to talk.
My aunt takes me in her studio to check my eye-sight. As I seat she displays a very fast animations of words that become smaller and smaller. It ends and she plays it again so that I can tell her when I can’t read no more.
The old leader of a cavalry got famous with his train assaults. He rides to war by a modern train, slow down and then attempts to go over it but the train is much faster and all the soldiers inside makes fun of him. He retires in a small hotel room composing music.
I am walking down the metro station to catch a train and find myself surrounded just with black guys. I don’t feel secure and walk all the way down the platform and hide behind a cement pillar on the opposite side. The train is about to come and the pillar is too high to descend.
My aunt is showing us her newly painted silver fences. She says that in a very specific time of the day when the sun shines on her she can see herself reflected with a halo on the head. I tell her about a saint that used to experience the same effect.
On an airplane all the persons seated on my row are sleeping. I can’t and move in the middle of the corridor in between my uncle and cousin. I start reading a book and my uncle wishes me to read it for my cousin too but he is not interested.
My father orders some meat and offers it to our relatives. It is actually a joke since the meat is uneatable. He actually manages to eat it all while the others are staring silent.
My son and I are pushing hard taking a shit when we see a beautiful girl approaching. I wait for her in the playground and she passes by looking at me. I look at her walking away and she quickly turns to look at me once more.
I am in the apartment of a couple that is acquainted with my parents. They are arguing while I keep on cleaning some stains on my laptop. They start fighting in front of me but I pretend like nothing.
I meet with my friends to plan for the coming day. I don’t wish to waste it by just hanging out and propose a hike in the mountains. Everyone agrees and drives away. I am actually walking and have to watch for the gipsies driving very expensive cars.
I am walking with a man giving a distance to my curator with whom I just had an argument. We walk over a bridge and I tell him how my former girlfriend in a similar occasion would freak out of vertigos. I pretend to be her and freak out myself.
At a conference I video record a group of Asian photographers. They realize that and point their flashes at me. At the end they all come to see what I have in my camera. I showed through all the beautiful photos I took of some installations.
A mad guy wants to destroy my camera and we put up a fight. I hold him down on the floor and pull him hard but his friends come in. Some of them are actually on my side and we keep on fighting. We then transform in gooses in a pond and see who will survive the winter.
I am seating on a pavement and open the cage with several rabbits of different colours. The white one goes out and I tell him that he might want to stay with me. He drinks from my glass and I let him know that if he runs away he will find it difficult to find even just water.
I take my son to the dentist who has her family living upstairs. Her daughter complains and they all come down ready to leave. Her husband is actually from my country. I draw him a three dimensional map of my native village in the mountains.
The priest is about to start the service when an older priest tells a small anecdotes about the candles. I have a big one in front that branches in several smaller ones. I light a match to light them all and absorb in contemplation.
I am in the underground looking for the right platform. I ask two guys and we start a war section. One of them kills the other by mistake and the platform begins to move on the enemy’s railroad. We throw the cadaver out and try to keep on track. We then find a modern van to escape.
A superstar just jerked off in a public bathroom and a policeman drives him home. I am also inside and feel excited for the high speed. The superstar likes my work and would like to promote me as an artist but my curator tells him all my negative sides.
Some traditional Asian ladies are sowing an encrypted code to be given to their soldiers. The text is then pulled diagonally to be made unreadable. A younger lady comes in and she is given a baguette where the code has been rolled inside.
I am at a station asking for a sandwich after a man has just bought a book. It is a foreign currency and I wish to know how much I am actually spending. The vendor tells me not to worry since the sandwich is very fine. I then tear the grease off the ham and leave.
I am in the kitchen getting a cabbage container in the fridge. I pick some that felt behind and put it back in. I am back together with my former girlfriend and think of leaving her again now that I got a scholarship.
As I ask an art student whom to involve for our landscape project she gets me inside her school. In the entrance is her installation with several thick catalogues of her work on the floor. I pick one and look through amazed.
My friends and I are having a party and look at the photos of us having a similar party when we were younger. Our haircuts were all different. A friend was already close to a girl that has just refused after he touched her ass.
On the way out of mall two persons tells us of a new school. We get a brochure and they start presenting the various computer programs they teach. I ask them if they have any programming classes and my friends run away to come back masked like comedians.
I am showing a teacher my web-site. The starting page is properly loaded but she can’t launch the various projects. She finally manages but then I worry that she looks just at the first one.
I walk back down a mountain along a big river that turns into a little stream going upward. The snow gets very high and I follow my previous foot steps. I find that I forgot my computer bag in the middle of the snow and pick it up.
Some colleagues are in my kitchen delighted of the soup they just had. I am also preparing a soup but it is very rough. One of them asks for the ingredients and I lie saying that the mushrooms are those I just picked. They float on top still dirty with earth.
I run after my kids all around the kindergarten pretending to catch him. We then prepare to leave and I place a bike rack for the car roof on my head. I am also placing a bike on top when a biker stops to ask me about it.
I am assisting a student while he builds a prototype. He sticks the pieces before mounting them and drops all the glue on the table. I get a sponge to clean up and it is just like water. I then clean the dust off the bathroom floor while a distant student asks advices for his thesis.
I am going out of the modern art museum and look in the library. There are very large catalogues of the artists that have been exhibiting there. I check one of a local artist that for twenty years have been cutting paper figures.
My relatives just had dinner and I walk back with my uncle and grandfather on a pavement. The former is very happy to have met a man who will start to do business with him. He will have him to sign all the papers and thus avoid getting in troubles himself.
Some students are presenting their work in a theatre. It is a computer program that tests people’s intelligence. One person fails right away and the director calls me up to try it myself. I get to the microphone and a stage with a classical performance opens up.
A cowboy gets in a remote shop and kills the owners but the Indians. He turns in an Indian himself and they cut their chests as a sign of loyalty. The shop dealers arrive and the three Indians buy a carriage of their prostitutes.
One of my students forgot to get a suitcase I left for him to pick up in the middle of a metro station. We then go to an office to see if they found it. The office is closed but I see that it is there with another bag wrapped on the handle. I tell my student to wait there and get it.
My cousin joins us at the table. He tells me that he just go a medal in a swimming competition. I ask him what kind of a competition was it and it tells me that it was at the national level. I then ask him how many seconds it took him to swim to see if I can ever compete with him.
I open a small door on the ground and find the water pipes all broken and flooded in the dirty water. My assistant sets to fix them saying that when his country was under the dictatorship he had a similar job. I now understand why he is so loyal.
I seat on the back of a bus that doesn’t want to leave. My girlfriend seats in front beside her boss. She starts complaining about a conference that hasn’t got her the right credits.
At a small shop I get the smallest knife. I start sharpening the blade and realize that is made of plastic. I tell the shop owner that I wish a normal knife instead and I am ready to pay also for the small one.
I am at an institute with a student that should introduce me to the curator of an important organization. The office is located in the same institute. I prepare myself and we move in the hallway where many other students are waiting to present their work.
While an old priest is performing the service I look in my hands at an ancient plate carved with an elephant. It is like the drawing of a child but very precious. The priest ends the service and looks at me in approval.
My mother and I should take the children of a poor woman lying with them on a sofa. I wish to have the small one she is breast feeding but my mother takes just the big one. He likes to play rugby and she has a big surprise for him.
My parents are shortly visiting us. A lady got them spaghetti that is half cooked and half uncooked. I ask them how long they will stay so that I can take them to a finer restaurant. They will soon leave with their rented car to the airport.
A man is exhibiting a long piece of metal. Visitors can slide it up and down but nothing really happen. Two of them manage to slide it to the end and figure how to trigger a video-game. They then seat in front of each other and play.
I get to the computer lab but the computer is gone. The technician explains me that it is inside a case and I just need to reinstall it. I open the case but need his help to connect the network cables. He is very skilled and does it in no time.
My grandfather gets home screaming that is time for dinner. We get in the kitchen where my grandmother has prepared steamed potatoes. He explains that he lost his job and then bought a new car.
I tell my uncle that my girlfriend and I are going to get marry. He tells me that I am still too young and I will ruin my youth. I tell him that I am no longer young and I am anyway older than he was when he got married.
We are in an empty room of an old palace. One of us says that the architect has thought of burying cadavers under the wooden floor. As a result it is now getting rotten and need to be replaced. I explain how I would have buried them in a hole with double walls.
An old politician is welcoming all the senators to his villa. His enemies don’t reply and go forward. Another old senator makes up a joke at the entrance of the courtyard where all are gathering. Among them my sister and I recognizes some of our high school professors.
I am the bathroom cleaning my teeth using floss. I notice that my girlfriend has cleaned up the sink and the old floss has been hidden on top. I finally manage to remove a big piece of dirt.
I am hosting the director of an institute. He helps me setting up breakfast with what we have. We get in good terms and I tell him that I have been dreaming of him for the first time.
I get in an empty shoe shop owned by the mother of an old friend. She is telling the cleaner how bad the business is going and how her husband doesn’t help. I wave but she doesn’t recognize me. I then go out through a sliding door but the track is broken and I help her to repair it.
It is getting winter but people are still swimming in the ocean. My girlfriend and I also get in. An Indian girl says hi and as we swim further my girlfriend asks me how come I know her. I don’t know what to say and just put the leg of a small octopus in her mouth.
I am with my sister ready to drive to the airport when I realize that my driver license has expired. I tell her that and ask her to drive but also her driver license has expired. She tells me that it is going to take a long time to get a new one and that is why she bought many bus tickets.
A small kid is certified as a teacher and his new mom puts him to bed all happy. He hugs my son and disappears in a rat hole behind which are many deformed creatures. His mom on the other side is also transforming in a cartoon and has to concentrate to get both back to reality.
My parents are at my place and I look through my equipment to get ready to leave. I miss an adaptor and take the one of a guy that has been condemned to die. The room is steaming and I open the window letting the chilly air on my naked back.
I am walking by a lake and step on the leaves on the water to get on a boat. As I do so I meditate on the slow nature of my reflections. They resemble the very act of walking on an unstable ground to finally reach a stable destination.
I am paying a snack and the price turns to be very small. I don’t have any coins but only a big foreign banknote. The shop assistant rips it into pieces to see if it is usable but then gives me the snack for free. I pick up all the pieces hoping that I can still attach them together.
I realize that a friend is actually my cousin. It is explained to me that my grandmother has actually been married twice before she married my grandfather. I was completely unaware of it.
My sister and I are seating in front of a check-in waiting for our airplane. I suddenly get unsure of the departure time and rush to look at the schedule. I look through it over and over but just find the schedule for the way back. We then go to the terminal but there is no flight information.
I get to rollerblade in a parking lot where a couple is hiding behind a column after having been accused. I avoid a large pod and turn slowly around it. From the other side I hear that the people are now accusing me of the same crime.
My father orders a small sandwich for me. He also gets me an ice-cream although I didn’t want it since I thought it was going to melt. We then seat at a table with an old lady while the owner dressing like a priest starts preaching.
Outside is a gorgeous day and the mountains with snow can be seen from a big window of a restaurant where my best friend and I are having lunch. I order a special dish while he goes to pay. The bill is tremendously high but at least we got a new wallet and a pierce.
A couple is walking when the cops start chasing them. They hide in a condo where the man has too fight with a monster that just drunk from a can to be powerful. He transforms in a spider man and sticks to the ceiling. The monster finds him and throws him down the condo.
Two guys have an older woman with big tits undressed and lay on a table. They get about to fuck her but the woman asks for some preliminaries. One of them then quickly sucks one of her bubs.
Males and females are around a turning head to be matched with one another. I get to be with a male and we compete on a football field that has a goal on each side. I manage to kick the ball in the right one and then run through some kids and score again in another.
An artist tells me that she will once more apply for funding. I tell her that she should maybe let someone else do it. She really needs that money to implement a wheel generating sound. It is attached to the wall and I scribble a circle around it.
A man with his crew is riding on a caravan escaping the authorities. The road is narrowed by some big trees on the sides and it is suddenly blocked by a slow herd of huge oxen. The crew gets now ready to face the enemies behind them although they will certainly be defeated.
A group of motorcyclists reaches a sea side place where a long slide is uncovered. A man suddenly remembered to have lost his memory there sliding in the ocean and hitting a rock. He is now in the arms of his beloved who is massaging his forehead. He spent his life looking for her.
An inspector gets a female convict in his bed. He gets a huge hard-on and keeps massaging the tip of his dick while the woman trembles. He then turns her around and fucks her from behind.
I tell my cousin that it has actually snowed on the sky slopes and we get to the top. My sister and I just have one sky-pole but we anyway pretend a professional start down a secondary slope. The snow hasn’t been pressed and it’s full with small little stones.
I am at an intersection thinking to cross it although it is not yet green. An ambulance crosses it right before passing with the red light. It is now yellow and while some cars are turning and the pedestrians are crossing on the opposite side I manage to make it across.
I should meet with an older female artist and my girlfriend departs from me warning to behave with her. I then walk through the downtown to meet her at a square and realize that I also have another meeting. I plan to take her with me to this other person.
My sister and I get driven out by some neighbours that want to show us how they intend to renovate the mountain house we share. I get irritated and tell them to drive me back to my son who is home alone. Turning around we pass by a cold and deep lake in the forest.
My father is about to be acquainted to a man that will become his close friend. The later tells him about his painful wrist but my father explains that there is nothing to be done but roll and open pees with both hands. One just needs to believe in it to cure.
I end up in America with a poor old artist that shows me the cover of a magazine with his face. I show him my bank account and ask if he has any job for me. I tell him that I am quite good at pruning the apple trees and so is another fellow. He says that there is actually work for it.
I finish peeing and run out to reach the others that already left. We walk on an empty road and I let my son running towards the ones in front. A woman gets really scared and hit a fence causing a rusted panel to fall.
A foreign airplane is landing on a small road on the hills. Three guys are testing their motorcycles and evacuates as soon as they see that something is approaching. It is actually a huge gorilla that now holds the airplane in his hand.
My best friend and I are running through an old house belonging to my family. I keep it in front moving from an abandoned room to another and finally get him to the last room that has been newly renovated. From there we walk up a staircase to my parents’ modern apartment.
My assistant and I get on a crowded train. He seats on one available spot and tells me to take the one in front by a very ugly girl. I am about to seat when I see two empty seats in the back. We get there and find them too small.

